
Professional media server software for lighting designers

MediaMaster Pro will turn any powerful computer into a full fledged 
media server capable of running live or programmed HD video shows 
in sync with music and light.
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The simple mode interface 
of MediaMaster marks a new 
phase in software development 
allowing you to make use of the 
latest dynamic visual effects 
combined with an efficient and 
intuitive library management 
system and with simple front 
end control via DMX, MIDI or 
even a computer keyboard.

MediaMaster’ Simple Mode 
interface allows you to prepare 
your visual show in the software 
itself and then simply take 
control of your visual presets 
using a few channels on your 
lighting desk or notes on a MIDI 
controller.

Simple Mode
On top of the Simple Mode, 
MediaMaster Pro adds a fixture-
based operation mode and 
support for MSEX allowing 
thumbnails preview and live 
output to the console screens.

The fixture profiles allows total 
control of every MediaMaster 
parameter straight from the 
DMX console and turns any 
powerful computer into a 
traditional Media Server for 
professional lighting consoles 
such as ChamSys, Avolites, 
LSC, ETC, GrandMA, Martin, 
Compulite, etc..

Fixture Control

The geometry correction 
operates directly by 
transforming the output of 
MediaMaster and so works on 
top of both Simple and Fixture 
mode. A test pattern is available 
to help precisely align the real-
time video content over non-
planar or curved screens. Edge 
blending can even be edited 
globally, or individually for 
either side of each projector.

Geometry Correction
MediaMaster currently includes 
the intuitive LED Mapper 
extension, the flexible software 
solution from ArKaos to drive 
LED panels.

The Mapping Editor lets you pick 
devices from an extensive library 
and place them interactively 
on the screen. While editing 
the mapping configuration, 
you can view the result of your 
configuration in real time as it 
is sent over ArtNet to your LCD 
panels (supports still pictures 
only).
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